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This second video in the Deception series is POWERFUL, and contains an awesome 
message of how much God values each and every student (and you!) in your ministry. 

So here are three pro tips to maximize the impact this video can have: 

FIRST: The easiest tip that’s an absolute no-brainer...watch it BEFORE You show your 
students! There are so many great moments you could reference back to during an 
after- viewing conversation, or points to pause and create powerful connection with 
your teenagers. 

In the first sixty seconds of this video Danny rattles off over a dozen descriptions of 
how students often see themselves. Then he contrasts this perspective with how God 
views us. 
This contrasts is powerful and it would be an awesome discussion to ask if your 
students relate to any of the descriptive words Danny uses on the front end. 

SECOND: There is a huge difference from feeling alone, and being alone. Danny and 
Caroline discuss this in their first interaction together. The key is Danny’s explanation of 
isolation and how the enemy is trying to keep us feeling alone and isolated. Do any of 
your students relate to that feeling of isolation? 

THIRD: Take some time after the video to read the main passage that Danny 
references: Mark 5:1-16. The contrast between how people saw this man, and how 
Jesus saw Him, is so powerful. They left him alone and isolated, but Jesus brings him 
into the family. Help your students understand how they can be like Jesus to those kids 
at school who live like this man in the graveyard. 

Now here are a few ideas based on your specific situation: 

Youth group: Have a bunch of Rubik’s Cubes on hand for youth group, and start youth 
group having your students trying to solve them. Maybe you have a kid who knows 
how, this will make the illustration even more powerful. Some might cheat and that’s 
ok, too! The point will become super clear about half-way through Danny’s message. 
So let them have fun trying to solve the cubed puzzle. 

Small group: Here are three conversation starters you can use after they’ve responded 
to that. 1. What do people do to make you feel like you’re “in”? 2. Why do we NOT help 
others feel in? 3. Who has God placed in your life that He wants you to reach out to, so 
that they no longer feel alone or isolated? 

Your own teenager: In Danny’s first magic trick, he talks about how God meets us 
right where we are. Life gets all mixed up and can get super confusing, but God shows 
up in our mess and meets us without waiting for us to catch to Him. How can you meet 
your teen in their mess instead of waiting for them to get things cleaned up on their 
own? 


